
Online Summer
Courses 2021
Here is your chance to experience Buenos

Aires sitting in front of a screen and making

the most of your summer by improving your

Spanish at the same time. With the

University of Lanús, a well-known higher

academic institution specialized in human

rights and social justice, you will be able to

get an insight of Argentine culture, history

and human rights through two different

short summer academic courses.

SPANISH &
ARGENTINE
CULTURE 

The Summer Spanish Culture

course will give you a broad

introduction to the culture and

history of Argentina plus get 3

(three) US academic credits

provided by the Universidad

Nacional de Lanús transcripts.

INTERNATIONAL
HUMAN RIGHTS

The Human Rights program is

taught in English and aims to

provide students with the

knowledge and tools necessary

to enable a critical analysis of

complex human rights issues,

such as military dictatorship

and amnesty laws,

transnational justice, judicial

independence, structural

litigation and the role of NGOs,

public policies from a human

rights approach..



Questions?

Universidad Nacional de Lanús

Email: studyabroadunla@gmail.com       

Tel (+54) 9 11 3 944 0696

www.unla.edu.ar

SPANISH & ARGENTINE
CULTURE
At the end of the course you will be able to:

·Boost your Spanish language conversation skills while

learning argentine culture.

·Increase your Spanish vocabulary through an enjoyable

and entertained academic approach.

·Get to know some of the best sights of Buenos Aires

through extra online tour activities.

·Meet other students who will also be part of the

program.

·Get 3 (three) US academic credits provided by the

Universidad Nacional de Lanús transcripts.  

INTERNATIONAL HUMAN
RIGHTS
At the end of the course you will be able to:

·Understand Human Rights issues in Argentina and

worldwide

·Analyze the human rights international system through

the role of NGOs and governmental organizations. 

·Get 3 (three) US academic credits provided by the

Universidad Nacional de Lanús transcripts

·Use framework tools to identify and reflex on some

specific issues in the human rights agenda.

  

WHEN?
Option 1 - 45hs. Program - From  Monday May 24th till Friday 

June 25th - Monday to Friday

Option 2 - 45hs. Program -From  Monday June 28th till Friday 

July 30th - Monday to Friday 

FEE USD 410.- 

mailto:studyabroadunla@gmail.com
http://www.unla.edu.ar/

